Ventral Precentral Fiber Intersection Area: A Central Hub in the Connectivity of Perisylvian Associative Tracts.
The ventral part of the precentral gyrus is considered one of the most eloquent areas. However, little is known about the white matter organization underlying this functional hub. To analyze the subcortical anatomy underlying the ventral part of the precentral gyrus, ie, the ventral precentral fiber intersection area (VPFIA). Eight human hemispheres from cadavers were dissected, and 8 healthy hemispheres were studied with diffusion tensor imaging tractography. The tracts that terminate at the ventral part of the precentral gyrus were isolated. In addition, 6 surgical cases with left side gliomas close to the VPFIA were operated awake with intraoperative electrical stimulation mapping. The connections within the VPFIA are anatomically organized along an anteroposterior axis: the pyramidal pathway terminates at the anterior bank of the precentral gyrus, the intermediate part is occupied by the long segment of the arcuate fasciculus, and the posterior bank is occupied by the anterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus. Stimulation of the VPFIA elicited speech arrest in all cases. The present study shows strong arguments to sustain that the fiber organization of the VPFIA is different from the classical descriptions, bringing new light for understanding the functional role of this area in language. The VPFIA is a critical neural epicenter within the perisylvian network that may represent the final common network for speech production, as it is strategically located between the termination of the dorsal stream and the motor output cortex that directly control speech muscles.